REGULATIONS
ON A COMPLEX ENTRANCE EXAM IN BIOLOGY, CHEMISTRY AND ENGLISH FOR FOREIGNERS AND PEOPLE WITHOUT CITIZENSHIP, WHO ENTER THE IVANO-FRANKIVSK NATIONAL MEDICAL UNIVERSITY IN 2020
IN ACCORDANCE WITH SECTION XIV OF THE ADMISSION RULES AND SELECT ENGLISH AS A LANGUAGE OF STUDY

The complex entrance exam includes tasks in three educational subjects: 1) Biology; 2) Chemistry; 3) English. Complex entrance examination takes place in written form for 2.5 astronomical hours without interruption.

The entrant himself chooses an examination paper, which contains one task in Biology, one task in Chemistry and one task in English.

Formsheets are distributed to each entrant in the room where a complex entrance examination takes place, the entrant puts his/her signature in the receipt-return form of the formsheets. Exam papers (including drafts) are written on sheets with the stamp of the admission committee. No marks on sheets are allowed to reveal the authorship of the work. The surname and name should be written only in places specified for this purpose.

During the complex entrance examination it is prohibited to use electronic devices, textbooks, manuals, mobile phones and other materials. If an applicant uses extra source of information (including hints) during the complex entrance exam, he will be excluded from the entrance exam. The appeal claim for exclusion from the complex entrance exam will not be considered.
Applicants who did not come to a complex entrance examination without valid reasons at the specified time can not be admitted to the university. In case of valid reasons, which are documented, entrants may be allowed to take the missing complex entrance exam with the permission of the chairman of the admission committee within the established deadlines for admission of foreigners and people without citizenship.

Upon completion of the complex entrance examination, the applicant hands in the written work to the subject examination board together with the exam paper and the draft; he/she signs the return form of the written work.

Those who did not have enough time to complete the tasks, hand them in unfinished.

In cases when during the encryption of written works special marks that can reveal authorship have been found, the work is not encrypted and such work is additionally checked by the head of the subject examination committee.

Written papers checking is carried out only at the premises of the Ivano-Frankivsk National Medical University, by members of the Examination Committee, and must be completed no later than the next working day of the Admission Committee.

The results of the complex entrance examination are announced the next day after 3 p.m.

The results of the answer in each subject are evaluated on a scale from 1 to 5 points. For each subject, the entrant must receive at least 3 points. If the applicant's answer is rated at least one or two points in one subject, then he/she is not admitted to Ivano-Frankivsk National Medical University.

The retaking of the complex entrance exam is not allowed.

In case of disagreement with the received assessment, the entrant may submit an application to the appeal commission no later than the next working day after its announcement. Additional exam questions to the applicant are not allowed. The appeal shall be considered not later than the following day after it is submitted in the presence of the applicant.